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contents of the gravel was caught.1   This length is unusual, the average not exceeding about 1,000 feet.
Grade of the Sluices.—The grade depends on the available fall of the ground and on the character of the material to be washed. The minimum is from 2 to 4 inches per box, such low grades being sometimes enforced by the nature of the ground, sometimes adopted from choice if the gravel is light, the gold line, and water plentiful. With these low grades, however, disintegration is slow and incomplete; stones, unless they are small, cannot be sluiced; large ones block the sluices, and must be removed by hand,, and the " duty " of the water, as regards sand, is greatly decreased. The-6-inch grade is that most generally used, but as much as 12 inches per box, or even more is required when water is scarce or the gravel coarse. Steep grades effect disintegration rapidly, thus shortening the length of the sluicey and enable all but the largest rocks to be sluiced, but less gold is then caught and a more plentiful use of undercurrents is necessary. It is considered necessary to have a sufficient depth of water to cover the largest boulders to be sluiced, but the deeper the water, the more difficult it is to save gold. Where poor or top gravel is being "piped," it is worked off as rapidly as possible, and with little regard to the percentage of gold saved.
The " duty " of the miner's inch—that is, the quantity of material washed down by an inch of water in twenty-four hours—varies with the grade and other conditions. It varies from about 1 to 5 or more cubic yards of gravel per inch.
The Use of Mercury.—Mercury is added daily during the run in gradually lessening quantities, the object being to keep the mercury uncovered and clean at the top of the riffles. The feeding is regularised by the appearance of the amalgam in the sluice, the additions being made in the riffles near the head-box and in the undercurrents. The loss of mercury is usually from 5 to 10 per cent, of the amount used per run. When cemented gravels are being treated, owing to the extra amount of trituration required, the loss may be as high as 30 per cent. These losses are the more serious, for the reason that amalgam is more easily lost than pure mercury, so that a heavy loss of mercury denotes a heavy loss of gold.
Cleaning-fly).—The process does not differ from that described under the heading of shallow placer mining. It is advisable not to defer the cleanup too long, as IOSSCH of amalgam arc caused by the wearing of the riffles. Usually from, 50 to 95 per cent, of the total yield of amalgam is caught in the iiivst twenty or thirty boxes, which are cleaned-up frequently. The following table 2 shows the percentage yield of the various sections of the sluices, etc., at the North Bloomfield Mine, California, for the year 1877-8 :—
Total yield,.....$311,276.20.
Near hank, from rock cute in mine (all in gold dust, no
quicksilver hoing added in the rock cuts),  .                .    4-57 per cent.
Sluice in tunnel (1,800 foot), Tunnel below sluioo (0,000 feet), (Jut below tunnel (200 foot),    . Tail sluices (300 feet),    . .From seven undercurrents,
.  86-26
.    4-50
.    0-81
.    1-21
.    2-65
100-00
1 Hammond, Ninth Report Gal. State Min., 1889, p. 129.
2 Hammond, ibid., p. 131.

